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FOCUSING
YOUR BUSINESS WAY

Int egrating your bu sine s s
with E R P Appli c ation S y st e m
Solution for Companies with Multi Business,
Multi Entities, Multi Branches or Multi Warehouses
Custom Business Process Implementation base on
client need
Distribution, Logistic, Retail, Manufacture &
Financing Companies
Full Complete ERP Modules in One System
Automation Concept & Real Time Data Process
Integrates Full Process from End to End
Leveling Security Access & Process
Resource & Cost Effective
Exclusive Management Report
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SAMS ERP
MODULES

No

Function / Module

Description

1

Master Data

Manage data master and setting for parameter transaction

2

Supplier Maintenance

Manage detail supplier information & transaction

3

Customer Maintenance

Manage detail customer information & transaction

4

Inventory

Support purchasing & inventory suggestion

5

Sales

Support for all operational sales and point of sales (POS)
transaction model

6

Distribution

Support for routing & delivery concept for transportation

7

Warehouse Management System (WMS)

Support advance concept in warehouse operation & space
utilization

8

Asset Management

Manage & tracking for asset movement transaction

9

Finance

Support daily operation in financial transaction

10

Accounting

Support daily operation in centralize accounting concept

11

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

Support for maintaining customer & complaining
management

12

Time Attendance & Employee Management

Record all employee information and attendance for all head

System

office and branches

13

Transactional Report

Support for transaction report (*.pdf, *.xls, *.txt)

14

Management Report

Support for analyze report and exclusive management
report
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DISTRIBUTION

SAMS is an ERP application system which designed to

Head office as a central of informations and policies

integrate existing processes and operations in the

are also expected to help and monitor the daily

companies. Especially for companies that have many

operations of the processes in each branch.

subsidiaries or many branches or multiple warehouses.
Different characteristics of each branch such as
SAMS provides complete modules that can be used for

number of employee / organizational structure at the

operational

needs of companies such as sales,

branch, the number of product categories, discount

distribution, inventory, warehouse, finance, accounting and

variety and availability of goods in the warehouse are

human resource modules which all processes are

important things that must be monitored at all times.

integrated and automated.
SAMS provides management report to monitor and analyze

So we provide a system of ERP applications that

the work process.

support Supply Chain Management, which is inspired
and has been tested for use in sales and distribution

Actually all operational functions in business are have

business called SAMS ERP System

relation and connection in each their process, thats is why
for data and process integrity should implemented all
functions / modules in ERP application and can not be
separated.
Having a distribution company whether goods or services
moreover also has many branches that have to reach the
region / area large enough becomes a challenge in the
handling, especially in monitoring and operational control
of both the head office and at branches level.
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SUMMARY
DATA SHEET
ALL IN ONE SOLUTION

SAMS BENEFIT:

SAMS ERP is all in one solution application that provides accurate data

- Simplify and improve the operational processes with accurate

and integrated process to all existing functions.

data such as stock, sales, A/R, A/P and record administration at

The ease and effectiveness by using SAMS can improve efficiency and

the central and branch

function control.

- Reduce human errors and improve operational control by using
tiered levels of access rights and authorizations

GROUPING AND CLASSIFICATION

- Reduce costs and optimize the effectiveness of the use of

SAMS has a feature that is very flexible in grouping or classification,

resources work

whether classification of products, discounts and also customer. This will

- Make company more focus on business development because

facilitate the management to conduct operational level control to match a

SAMS handled operational by the system.

predefined policy
SAMS FEATURE
- Structure for Multi Company, Multi Branch and Multi

APPROVAL LEVEL
SAMS also has features that put more emphasis on the control side for

Warehouse

things that are considered very important, namely level of authorization.

- Centralization Concept and Real Time Data Process

SAMS apply multiple levels to meet the required authorization as

- Full Integrated Modules and Automatic Process

authorization privileges, discounts, credit limits or value of transaction

- Leveling Security and Access Rights

This will reduce the error user rate in input data into the system.

- Leveling Discount and Credit Limit Approval
- Customer and Product Classification
- Exclusive management report

AUTOMATIC BILLING
The very important process in sales and distribution business is billing
and payment process from the customer.
SAMS ERP has a feature to support that process with Automatic Billing.
The system will automatically print all invoices that must be billed to the
customer based on invoice due date and the process will be adjusted on
a scheduled visit of a salesman or a person who will collect. So there is
no possibility or uncollected invoices scattered or lost, because authority
issued data from the system automatically.
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LOGISTIC
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SAMS Logistic assist and enhance the user in terms of
manage and control existing inventory which will really
help as information material for other functions such as

MAINTAIN SUBTITUTION AND
SUPPLIER PART NUMBER
SAMS provides flexibility to create and define your

sales, inventory, warehouse, finance and accounting.

own part number of each material, not necessarily the

Integration among the functions will have an impact on

SAMS provides the facility to register your own part

ease of access and speed of getting accurate information
and it becomes very important, so work efficiency and

same with supplier's part number.
number and supplier part number for each item you
receive, so it will easily to track and maintain each

effectiveness can be enhanced.

part number.

EFFICIENTLY

alternative part if the primary material is not available

SAMS also provides the facility to register the

Suggestion for supplying of goods becomes very important
because it will reduce a lot of work process and the cost
value of inventory in warehouses.
For that SAMS facilitates calculation or suggestion to order
products material with regard to the sales, warehouse
capacity and lead time of delivery.

UOM CONVERSION
The UOM (Unit Of Measurement) conversion is to
handle situations when you use different unit of
measure from supplier. The SKU conversion program
can also be used to restock a small unit of measure
item number from a larger unit of measure item number
for the same part – to handle situations where you
may sell the item in either large (case) or small (each)
unit of measure.
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SUMMARY
DATA SHEET

SAMS BENEFIT:
Define product structure
- Product variable with configuration rules-based
- Configure product base on dimensions or volume
- Improve for handling product discount structure
Audit Trail
- Tracking data and inventory movement base on transactions
- Integrated with other modules (sales, distribution, warehouse, finance, accounting)
Reduce cost
- Manage storage inventory level
- Control and calculate minimum inventory

SAMS FEATURE:
Purchasing, Inventory and Suggestion Order
- Control and Analyze Purchase Orders
- Maintain and control capacity and inventory needs
Tracking inventory and batch number for each material
- Record inventory movement in warehouse
- Record inventory base on Inventory ID and Batch number for each material
Detail Material Information
- Record detail information of each part number with general and technical specification
Unlimited levels for BOM
- Build Of Material (BOM) can be used for unlimited levels
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WAREHOUSE

SAMS Warehouse Management System is a part of all integrated

INBOUND PROCESS:

modules which is include in ERP Application System. Like other

- Goods received from multiple PO or Advance Shipment Notification

modules such as Sales, Distribution, Inventory, Finance, Accounting

(ASN)

and Human Resources, WMS gives automation and easiness in

- Goods labeling and put-away is using Advance Suggestion base

daily operation and process.

on specific materials, pack quantity & FIFO location in order to make

SAMS Warehouse Management System provides reliability and

searching & finding goods faster.

flexibility to improve warehouse operation activity and control detail

- Automatic Journal base on bin process

process as the company needs. System ensures the inventory

OUTBOUND PROCESS:

process to be effective and efficient to give customer available to

- Delivery Order (DO) letter of instruction to be accepted as an

promise (ATP) information.

expenditure

Advance Suggestion Location (ASL) and Advance Shipment

- The concept of DO polling is used to collect all requests for goods

Notification (ASN) are advance concept in SAMS Warehouse

out and will be processed on the next base (advance shipment)

Management System to make put-away and take- away goods

- Advance Shipment will give the rules in take-away goods base on

process faster, in order to improve lead time process and lead time

delivery schedule and capacity.

shipment.

This automatic process is aligning on schedule and line or vehicle
capacity will reduce picker and make shipment process faster.

WAREHOUSING PROCESS:
In daily operations of a warehouse where ownership of the goods can be owned by many companies / owners, we need detailed
information for every item that comes in, move or comes out. SAMS have the reliability in regulating the movement of inventory based on
the company owner of the goods.
Recording the movement of goods is also very important, where we should be able to track goods from the beginning of goods
went up and the goods out. SAMS will record inventory movement base on batch number in order to make easier in finding location of
goods.
Correct goods grouping and accurate determination to place goods location are also very important, because it will optimize and
increase warehouse capacity.
In addition, delivery arrangements is not less important, where the order increase capacity and efficiency of delivery of the necessary path
and routing is correct
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SUMMARY
DATA SHEET

SAMS Benefit:
Aligning warehouse to interact with employees, customers and vendors
Automate and streamline warehouse operations to achieve high return on investment
Integrates with front office and back office application
SAMS Feature:
Integrated & automated Process
- Integrates with others ERP SAMS module
- Automated to journals process
- Eliminate manual intervention and transcription errors while providing accurate inventory control
Improved productivity
- Accelerate the process of placement and retrieval goods
- Properly manage the placement of goods in accordance with the warehouse needs
- Regular pick adjusted delivery schedules and capacity of loading cars
Space optimized & utilization
- Separation or grouping of items base on zones of goods placement
- Use of the rack as a placement can increase the amount of space that can be used in capacity
Location maintenance
- Record each of the locations of goods and movement / displacement
Inventory Monitor & Control
- Monitor & controlling the amount of inventory and goods movement
- Facilitate tracking goods movement base on batch number
Routing & transportation
- Making and determining areas of efficient delivery of goods to the customer
- Determine the capacity of the vehicle models that will deliver the goods
- Create effective delivery schedule.
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Enhance the Capabilities, Capacity, Traceability,
Flexibility,
Reliability and Cost-Effectiveness of your asset management system
with integrated solutions from a proven software provider as
enterprising as you are.
Asset management is the processes of planning, designing, and
implementing advanced systems in managing a company's assets. It
controls and increases the efficiency of the assets owned by an
organization. It includes management of a company's infrastructure,
plant, property and others goods. The various components of assets
may vary according to the industry type and needs.
SAMS ERP delivers integrated, scalable solutions to help
organizations synchronize detailed financial processes with daily
operations. Providing the advanced capabilities needed to drive
efficient, improved company performance in a growing and volatile
business environment. SAMS ERP solutions enhance the current
system of our customers to help execute optimized strategies
allowing for increased competitiveness, profitability, and growth.
This software also manages physical attributes of an asset such as
finalizing the purchase requests, valuation, depreciation, asset
receipts, maintenance, warranties, and user data.
Discover how enterprising solutions from SAMS can be employed to
expand the capabilities of your financial asset management system.
Enterprising Financial Asset Management Solutions
Taking into your specific industry, resources, products and
customers, enterprising solutions, SAMS ERP are customized to
develop an optimized financial asset management system, which
helps to maximize operation, productivity and performance throughout
your organization's financial operations.
Integrated solutions from SAMS ERP help companies to leverage the
capabilities and technologies of their current financial asset
management system, and provide an accurate, enterprise-wide view of
vital information by streamlining each of the following pieces
encompassing the complete financial management system:
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FITUR
- Asset Barcoding
- Asset Tracking
- Asset Depreciation
- Asset Transaction / movement
- Asset Maintenance
- Asset Auditing
- Asset Reporting
- Asset Image/Picture

BENEFIT
- Integrated with other modules
- Capacity Management
- Traceable Asset Movement
- Improved Asset Control
- Improved Asset Management & Financial Planning
- Improved Audit Procedures & Accurate Audit Trail
- Optimum Asset Utilization
- Improved Purchasing Information
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SAMS ERP
CLOUD COMPONENTS
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